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ARMORED DIVISION IN EXPLOITATiON

Th. principles of exploitation were employed with great success

in many operationB in World War II. Pertioulary was this true in

the use of armor., It is to be -noted that armored warfare from its

inception has fied or eucceded according to the degree that this

principleha been followed. Exploitation as employed in the

milita-ry sense is the taking of full advantage of success in battle

and the foflowing up of initia gains. The principle of exploitation

is that, once the breakthrough has been made., to continue' the

penetration, builing up the flanks until the zone of advance has
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It is w932 to compare the operations of armor in World War I and
World War II, to learn how certai tactical principles have been

formulated and accepted. The first use of mass armor by the British

on November 20, 1917 in the World War I battle of Cambrat, was the

forerunner to a signiicant step in the formulation of new mwthods

of Warfare. Three hundred and eighty tanks rolled forward on a six-a

miefront with six divisions of ground troops joining In the attack.
The suprised German troops yielded and the Hindenburg trenches wore

quickly breached. Fin mies of advance gained for the British

terrain which had taken months of combat to capture on the SomjIN in

Flanders.1 Because the tanks were used piecemeal and because no

preperations were made by the British for continued exploitation,

the Cambrai battle was not as succesful as it could have been.

)iilitaty leaders, not knowing effective methods of tank infantry
tactics,faied to employ exploitationan thus confusion resulted.

The confusion spoken of is natural in World wtar I tank operations.

When tanks did appear the attacks petered out soon after startingo

and any small successes Came to naught beause of the lack of

cooperation between the arm.

Again in August 19235, the British used tanks in a great and
successful attack. Thirteen divisions, more than two thousand guns

and four hundred and fifty-wsix tanks were concentrated in the area
near Carxibrai. Tanks made a successful penetration six to eight mile

adinfantry was rushed in to consolidate the gains made. 2



Germany, using the lessons of Cambral and the testing grounds

of the spanish Civil TWar,9 realized that armor waA new force to

be reckohed with and was quick to follow the success of its 1929

experiments. By mid-1937, three. German armored divisions were

poised for action in the west. This was the beginning of an armored

force that was increased from twelve divisions at the start of the

western offensive to more than twenty divisions in the camagn

against Russia. 3

In the advance against the Low Countries and France, Germany

used the principles of exploitation to great advantages. The break, -

through along the rELISE in May WhO,. leading as it did to one of

the greatest campaigns of annihilation, was an outstanding example

of successful exploitation. The armored columns were followed

closely by infantry rifle divisions and if resistance was met by

the armor the infantry quickly moved up to overcome any opposition.

if the enemy lines were strongly defended, infantry-wartillery teams

were used. The panzer units then rushed through the gaps, exploitating

the success.

Iany times during World bNar II armored exploitation nas used

with considerable success. One of the classic examples of this

type of exploitation was the break-out from the Remagen bridgehead

on the ast bank of the RHINE RIVER., to the east and north to

Infantry Division on the north and the l0hth Infantry Division on

the south.

3. Ibid. p. 229 1 0
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The 3d Armored Division had been

as followsI
COMBAT COMMMANA

Brigadier7Ueneeral DIfdiokey
Conanding

32d ArtdRegt (-w3d En)
let En, 6th Arm nfRegt

67th Arad FA En
83d Arad FA En
A Go, 703d TD) En
A Go, 45th Artd Med In
A Go, haint En 3d Artd Dir
A Go, 23d And Engr En

COMBAT -COMMAND RESERVE

organised into combat iocmnda

COMBAT COMMAD B
Brigadier Lieneral Tdluodinet

Comaning
33d Arad Regt (-3d Ba)
Zd En, 36th And mtf Regt
2d En, hlhth mt Regt
391st Art PFA En
B Go, 703d TI)-EN
E Co, 23d Armdlnugr Bn
B Co, 45th Amd Med En
B Go, hitn 3d Arad Div

DIVISION CONTRL
Lolone± KObf o v55 -wz

Commading
36th Amad Imt Regt (-let, 2d En) 83d And Recta En
3d Ba, 32d Amd Regt lO3d 2D En ft(-A,13,Cos)
3d Bri, 33d AiMd Regt l4l4th InC Regt(-l1st,2d,3dBn).
3d En, 14Tth InC Regt l86th AmA(A) SP Ba ( _&,B.G
CCGo, 703d TJ En D, Cos stolid to Arty Ens$
CCGo, 23d Amd Engr Ba
C0 Go, 16th Art Med En
CCGoshnt n 3d Arad Div

The combat comsan*ds were organised into three teams, each team

consisting of tans, armored infantry, inantry, armored engineers.

There was, in addition, general armored artillery support.

It is well to consider th. opposition which faced the 3d Armored

Division in this operation, and thus gain a more complete understanding

of the situation.

The Fifteenth German Army,-with headquarters at ALTENKIhCHEN, was

charged 4tth the defense of the sector between the SEIG and LAtIN

RIVERS. light German divisionso in various stages of depletion wer

in the VIA Corps sone where the 3d Armored Division was to make the

breakout. Six German divisions defended in the actual break-through

zonie although effective fighting strength probably made them the

equivalent of two full strength divisions.o

4s After Action grt, AiiajiiTihf~3
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To the north the 363d Volkugrenacdier Division reinforced by the

62d Volkegrenadier Division faced the U.So let Infantry Division. In

the center the 3d Earachute Division was supposedly being relieved

by the 3d Panser Grenadier Division. The relief was never-made

because of subsequent developments. To the south remnants of the

9th Panser Division faced the U.S. 104th Infantry Division. Still

farther south and overlapping into the VJI Corps zone was the 340th

Volkegrenadier Engineer Regiment and many service elements. As to

reserves, the only unit known to be immediately available was the

15th Panzer Regimnt of the fl1th Panzer Division which was just north

of the city of ALTIEIJURCKEM. This regimnt was equipped*'with Mark V

and a few Mark VI tanks. from the south it'was believed that units

of battle group site were capable of intervention. The Sth Panzer

Army to the niorth had the 116th Panzer and the 15th Panzer Grenadier

Divisions and possibly battle groups from the 130th Panzer Lehr

Division. These were.-a threat not considered serious in view of the

powerful American Ninth, Army attack developtng from the "iW4SER bridge.

head.

Higher headiquarters- realizing that the German Wehrmacht was in

a state of disorganization, seot the stage for an armored exploitation

through the enemy's shell of defense.* The 3d Armored Division was

assigned by VII Corps the, mission of making the breakthrough and the

tion initially was to be combat connands abreast

withThSgftka8Anrk'-on-the right and Combat Command B on the left.



experience and past learning he made. a prompt decision which is a

vital characteristic of good leadership.

Each combat command was organized into two task force columns. Combat

CosndR, prepared for intervention in either some, followed the two

center routes. The 83d Armored Reconnanissance Battalion followed

the left Tas3k Force on the north, protecting the Divisionts left flank.

Leading elements of the 8asult forces paused the line of departure

Mch 25, at OhOO. Contact was mad with the enemy infantry

imediately on pausing through the infantry lines. Because the enemy

was well dug in and had strong support from anti-wtank guns, artillry

and mortars, fighting was fierce., The terrain was-thickly wooded'

t4enemy road blocks a$ ines slowed the advance.

*By darkness advances had been made for some twelve miles despite

slow and heed fighting. it is well to note that the principle of

advancing in columns and on the roads until forced to deploy by

*Dniyresistance or obstacles was followed throughout this operation.,

The-attack continued throughout the night and a bridgehead was

secured across the kMt RIVER by teams of Combat Conmd A.

On Nareh 26,# the attack continued, Combat Commands breaking

through ti'n eem defenses and making rapid -advance toward ALIENKIhCRE.

Combat ComnB on the north flank was meeting stubborn resistance.,

Combat Command R wascommitted between Combat Command A and Combat

Command)B to elear ALTENKIRCHEM. The team from Combat Command R

advainced easily against outflanked and withdrawng aGerman foirces.
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Through this operation leaders of afl elements were given the

responsibility of making many decisions. This task of bridging the

lIEt) RIVER was accomplished by sending the infantry forward to gine

the engineers protection while bridging operations were in progress.

The balance of the fighting team then coiled up tight to give all

around defense. Supporting artillery prepared to give direct fire

support in case of attack. While bridging operations were in progress

loads of' ammunition and fuel were being reconstituted in preparation

for the oeration the following day. Tanks and other vehicles were

being refueled and ammunition supplies were being replenished. The

initial phase of thb operation had cai~asdi severe -drain on amntion

stocks, and continued operations were expected to necessitate heavy

demands on fuel and to a limited extent on ammunition. Because of

the fluidity of the opposition encountered, Divisiontisupply personnel

realized that a breakf-through was in the making and that lengthened

supply lines would cause problems in continuou8 replenishment. This

supply planning resulted in no breakdown in subsequent operations,

and demonstrated the absolute necessity for pre-planning in any operation

of an exp'.oitative nature. Ammunition was considered not to be of

essential priority in this operation. Fuel, on the other hand, was

of absolute importance for the iinterrupted advance of the Division

and subsequent /demands proved the pre-planning correct. Unless supply

I



Not only the Air Corps but arms and services combined to mae the

over all operation 5nccessful. Cooperation between arm and services

is essential to the.,success of any military operatiion.

Tanks, infantry, engineers, artillery, ordance, quartermaster and

others combined to aid each otheor to the limit of their capabilitlos

and thus assist in the attainment of the mlii ary objective.

On March 27, strong enemy resistance was encountered only in

the north sector of the Division sone, where the enemy was trying -to

build up his defenses. Combat Command A continued ito.,attack and

after seventy -two hours of continuous fighting secured'crossings over

the DILL RIVR.

Pausing only to refuel, Combat Command B and Combat R fought on

through the nig,,,ht against anti-tank and small sarms fire. They moved

on to DILLENBURO and at this point secured crossings over the DILL

RIVER Combat Command B closed up on the flanks of Combat Comn ......

Combat Command B and Combat Command R continued the attack on the

night March 27-K8S, against li1ttle resistance and seized MARBURO and

RUNZTAUSEN. L;e. 83d Reconnaisisance Battalion passed through Combat

Command U .t 3ILLNBURGp attackIng east wa capturing IOTZNI{HORN and

HOLYH1AUSItA line was thus extended from VARBHURO to DIL NBURG in

preperation for the Division'sa drive to the north., (see map 3)

communications that exploitation could be pursued relentlessly.



Orders were sent toal unitu of the Division and the stage vw5

set for one of the greatest single-mday advances in modern military

history.

The 3d Armored Division was Poised for the attack. Sine

resistance was weak and scattered and locations of the enemy were

not known, the 83d Armored Reconnaissance Battalion was ordered to

load the attack. Instructions were given to by-opus all resistance,

but to report locations of any strong opposition. The Division

attacked with two combat command abreast, Combat Command R on the

left and Combat Command B on the right. Combat Commd A in Division

Reserve, followed the two center routes. Each attacking combat

command, thuis had two routes on which to advance.

i4hemy was encountered in large numbers as the advance progressed,

but were so disorganized that they offered no strong resistance.

iany Installations were overrun and enemy in large numbers were

destroyed.,

The armored columns on each route were forced to travel cross

country, in many instances to by-wpass poor roads and weak bridges.

It wasalmst impossible to cross laterally from one Task Force to

the other, for each route was seperated by three to five mies.

Liaison planes were used to cross from coluimn to column.

Supply vehicles had to be escorted and even these were ambushed,

m

was the longest single day's_ advance of the entire, war.



tanks on the route about two mils north of &IRCHBORENan the column

was hit hard from both sides o~l~be road.

German integigence had reported American tank columns at

WUNkQ'NURG and at NBIDERAIARSBURG as of March 29s 2L00, to the

commander of the $3 Panzer Reconnaissance Training Regimnt stationed

near PADZRBORN. Two battalions located at ?ADEARBORN were ordei-ed to

build -up a defensive line. from HOLTHEIM to HELMERN. Almost all1 of

these two battalions occupied the line, but this did not constitute

a threat to the Division as they were only in the eastern sone of

the advance and were subsequently turned on their right flank.

This line was the first coordinated attempt to atop the 3d

Armored Division drive toward PADERBORN. The defense finally

evolved was controlled by -three major units, namely the 507th 0R~j

Tiger Tank Battalion, the SS Armored Reconnaissance Replacement

Training Regiment and the 3$ Tan Replacment Training Regiment.,

Stragglers from nearby airfields increased these unite in size.

The 326th German Infantry Division is believed to have been

scheduled to movwe from NORTI1M to PADER3)RN as well as many b8urn

self-apropelled guns from WARBURO but neither append.1 The 512th

Heavy Tank Destroyer Battalion was known to be in the vicinity of

PAHL,, SCEWANY and HERBRAX Equipped with twenty-mfive, 128am guns

mounted on Mark VI chassis, this battalion was a constant potential

threat.

Continuing the attack on March 30, the two reconnaissno



it was here that the 3d Armored Division Comadr,, Major General

Maurice Rose, was killed while trying to reach the Command Post of

the Combat Comand B Task Force.

This example of individual heroism demonstrates a requisite of

the good leader - the necessity for him to actually lead his men

by personal examle. It is a well known fact that admiration,

respect and confidence ae engendered by the leader who is at the

front of his unit. This aids too, in such things as control, the

opportunity for maing quick decisions by being in a position to

see the total situation and the opportunity for the leader to make

any change in plan of operation.-because of success or a temporary

haltingr of his advance by the'enemy.

At first light on March 31, Brigadier General Doyle 0. Hickey,

the Combat Command A Commnder, was flown by artillery liaison

plane to the Division Command Post to assum command of the Division.

A regimental comzmander assumed command of Combat Command A.

A part of the enemy tank-infantry force that had out Combat

ComadB column withdrew to the north and east during the night.

However, the main fore continued to resist stubbornalyan to fight

it out. One-force of about two hundred infantry men supported by

five Mr VI-tanks counter-vattacked at HAMRN, but were beaten

back. The area was .leared by nightfall to allow preperations for

aacoordinated attack on PADERBORN to get under way.

PADERBORN was lightly defended despite the fact that it contr-



On April 1, at 0330m VII Corps bardered the 3d Armaod

Division to mke contact with the 2d Armod Division at LIPPSTADT,
covn twenty mies to the west. At 3,500 tho Task Force sent to a".

the junction md physical contact 'with elements of the 2d Armored

Division. The great Ruhr Pocket, which yielded 37h,O0O German

prisoners of war was closed.

We have considered the most profitable use of armor in military

warfare, that of exploitation and the following of initial gan

and success in battle, We Have seen how, with disorganised and

scattered resistance that was encountered in this opration, the
situation lent itself to a continous advance. The coordinated

efforts of all elements of the division were directed toward the

objective in'&a common effort. The outstanding soundness of the

principles of exploitation were demonstrated by the success of.

this operation.

4"12.0



Enemy Material Losses end-Personnel Losses

From the day the 3d Armored Division broke out of the RHINE

bridgehead, March 25, to the meeting with the 24 Armored Division

on April 1, the 3d Armored Division processed 20,000O prisoners.

Counted enemy losses in material
Tanks -aaaaaa aa-aaaaa35

SP Guns aaa aaaaa aa- 31
Arty Pieces am a48mna m

RR Guns %Waaaa aaa 2
Heavy AA and ATfluns aaaaaj9

HeavyM unsamaaa n 1146
Staff Cars &" Sedans -25naaa

Trucks s A aga a W a* 0Amp.0a0a aow a 1263
Airraft onthe groundanmaa8
RTrainsa aa00 aa aa0 aa a a*6
As suit boats a aaa aaa

During the sam period, the 3d Armored Division lost 125 killed

and %O04 wounded. Materia losses are shownm in the following

table:
Medium Tanks4aa a a a* a a a&a6 anOM 2

QUO 2j ton Trucks mnaaa aa15

Ston n aaaaaaaf

lisc.0Vehiles aaaaaaa 1

aipOa 00Asa aV& aaO a a aamea MV aa* Wa&" a a o00s O 0 a* aof aat

SAfter Action Report 3d Armored Division larch 1945
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It is well to consider the lessons and wound principles

which were learned in thigs classic examle of coordinated explo-

itation.

We have considered in the eampe cited the necessity for

the exploiting force to: (a) Operate at sustained speed, (b)

Attack with vIioee (c) Be self-~sustaining. These principles

were wefl illustrated by the 3d Armored Division Paderborn

Operation. All personnel of the armored division must be imbued

with the principles that govern a war of movenment. Comadrs

must be capable of making isediate decisions and taking bold

action. Agressive leadership must keep men and vehicles goin

to the limits of their-indurance. All personnel must be indoc-

trinated with an intense determnaion to press the attack.

Specifically, emphasis must be made by leaders of armored

units to stress the followingsa (1) TRAINING, although a basic

concept, is tremendously important in the early organization of

any miitary unit. Training must be considered not only from

the standpoint or the officer and leaders of a organization, but

it must extend down to and include the individual soldier. It

is well understood that to function,* a miitry unit must have

the coordinat4 fforts of every individual in its make--up. Thi

coordination can only be achieved by training toward the end of

intergrated effort. Each man in the organization of thueunt

must be trained to do not only his particular job, but must have

t



It has been demonstr ated that in combat the lack of training

of a individual has caused a failure in the accomplishment of a

mission, when this sam individual finds he has lost the guidance

and discipline of hi. leader.

(2) LEADERSHIP, 1. a very common concept which weat be intro-

sed in the make-oup of a military organisation. No;where, in any

other endeavor does the leader demonstrate the qualities which

can make the achievement of his mision a success or a fiure

than in the heat of battle. In the military operation Just cited

the change over of key leaders and subsequent functioning of

each commander in his new coumani, proved with the traiin just

mentioned and the qualities of leadership, the advancement to a

position of higher responsibility will not prove foreign to the

individual.

(3) SUPPLY, with It. demand for continuous flow, is of treat

importance to any battle unit in the exploitation and to the

fighting ability of the unit. The logistical problems involved

in any exploitation as demonstrated in the problem considered

are especially complex when the advance isi rapid. This again

envolves itself into greater problems with a armored unit. Fuel

is a tremendous problem and without an adquate supply of fuel

the unit can become immobilized and the accomplishment of the

mission impossible. In the problem of supply to the 3d Armored

Division on its history maing dash to Paderborn the distance

invlve tokee frnt inevehcle ~ul~tO~iltwas o of the



Important to an armored division is the supply of parts,* as well

as -the supply of vehicles to replace those destroyed by enemy

action, for without 'vehicles an armored division will become footeW

troops and lose its rap idity of advance,, On the other hand unless

absolutely necessary disabled Vehicles, of an armored column in'

exploitation are never stoped for. Notin should stop the

advance* Once-the breakthrough is maespeed is the keynote in

gaining-of the objective.

QONOI.USIQNS, The tactical principle of explq~itation necesieb

tates ,a fast moving, powerful shock force capable of independent

action. The Armored Division is ideally suiteC vfor this typet

action, Once the breakthrough. has been made and the exploitation

stage is set, nothing must interrupt the advgnicet Continuous

movement is.imperative. 'It is necessary to haves (1) Trained

personnel to successfully pursue the exploitition. principle*

Sach man must know his Job thoroughly, and to the point-where

he reacts instinctively. (2) Leadership must, be cultivated so!

that unquestioning, willing and loyal troops, though weary and
fatigued react, to the commands of there leaders. (3) Supply must

be constant and unfailing so that nothing. can impede the forward

movement of vehicles and personnel.
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